
 
 
 
Okanagan Crush Pad Organic Program Background Information 
 
Okanagan Crush Pad is proud to have successfully transitioned Switchback Vineyard and has now 
received their organic certification.  
 
When Switchback Vineyard was converted from a fallow orchard and planted in 2006, it was designed 
with local expertise and farmed conventionally. The vineyard team poured immense energy into the 
project and was proud of the results, living up to local standards. At that point there were less than 60 
hectares of organic vineyard land in BC, and to plant an organic vineyard was not top of mind for new 
vineyard farmers Steve Lornie and Christine Coletta.  
 
Enter Alberto Antonini, an Italian oenologist and winery consultant involved in multiple wineries in 
several countries, who started consulting to Okanagan Crush Pad (OCP) in 2010. When Antonini arrived 
he pointed out what was being done globally and why organic grapes are the foundation of making 
wines with a sense of place.  
 
“Alberto visits us a few times each year, and is very skilled at planting thoughts,” reflects Coletta. “With 
each visit, a passing comment he might have made several months before is expanded upon, until the 
idea sprouts and takes form.”  
 
In the summer of 2011, Coletta had a major awakening; the result of an idea planted by Antonini. In this 
case, it was to convert Switchback Vineyard to organic, which was supported when Coletta spotted a 
rash on her dog Echo. “I pieced it back to the day we had walked the entire vineyard which had been 
recently sprayed with pesticides. Alberto’s ongoing words about caring for our land and how vineyards 
need to be ‘alive’ in order to make wines that have a sense of place all snapped into my head. I gained a 
clear plan, and it took me two seconds to convince the rest of the team.”  
 
“An organic vineyard finds its balance under careful farming,” she continues. “It becomes an 
environment with biodiversity that is capable of fighting off disease pressures as plants have built up 
strong immune systems. Organic grapes are necessary to create wines with regional expression, as they 
are the foundation for wines that convey the sites where they are grown. Because organically grown 
grapes are not manipulated with artificial fertilizers or other chemicals, in addition to being safer for 
human and animal health, there is variation among the resulting wines from vintage to vintage. This is in 
step with changeable annual growing seasons; hence the resulting wines are more expressive of place.” 
 
Coletta also shares, “A ripe organic grape is full of natural sugars and has wild yeasts native to the 
vineyard living on its skin. If done properly, winemakers can use those wild yeasts to start fermentation, 
and avoid using commercial yeasts. Use of wild ferments also adds to the authenticity of a wine, 
bringing the true flavour of each vintage to the glass.” 
 



 
 
 
The first task was to convert the existing Switchback Vineyard. At that time, internationally respected 
terroir expert Dr. Pedro Parra had recently joined the winery team to assist them in the hunt for a new 
Okanagan vineyard site. Parra is a wine terroir consultant from Chile who studied at the Institut National 
Agronomique de Paris Grignon and obtained a Masters Degree in Precision Viticulture (1998) followed 
by a Ph.D in Terroir (2005). To add to his role on the OCP team, he was asked to reconfigure Switchback. 
 
Prior to transformation the first thing to do was to look at the vineyard as it was. Switchback Vineyard 
was magnetically soil mapped by a team from Chile to provide digital tools and a map-based analysis. 
From that information, eight-foot-deep pits were dug throughout the vineyard so that Parra could view 
below the surface and uncover various micro-zones and create a farm plan for each zone.  
 
Parra observed that Switchback was an unbalanced, vigorous site. The vertical shoot positioning pruning 
technique was producing a lot of new green wood each year and there was massive ground cover 
growth due to overwatering. The vineyard team had to shoot thin aggressively and hedge several times 
throughout late spring and summer.  
 
It became clear that there were many micro zones and that each should have originally been planted 
with a different clone and root stock to suit unique circumstances. As the team wasn’t prepared to 
replant the site, Parra recommended a program to remediate the farming practices to achieve premium 
results. These changes are part of the foundation of precision viticulture. 
 
Precision viticulture draws upon a variety of approaches, including zonal management, where different 
areas of the vineyard are managed according to their unique conditions. Trellis design and pruning 
practices can be tailored, all with the goal of optimizing vine health, to protect grapes from frost or 
sunburn, and to ensure even grape ripening. Irrigation, pest management, and harvest timing can all be 
managed to minimize costs and maximize vineyard performance. Increasingly, precision viticulture is 
coupled with organic farming and sustainable agriculture, with an emphasis on both long-term 
environmental stewardship and economic viability. Each vineyard lot, and even each vine, is treated 
individually by hand. 
 
Following Parra’s recommendations the team made radical changes to the vineyard, starting with 
dividing the six-acre site into five unique farming zones.  
 
The fruiting wire on the trellis system was lowered, the pruning changed from spur to cane, and the 
trellising from vertical shoot positioning to a modified Pendelbogen system was designed to balance 
green growth and allowed vines to focus on fruit ripening. The biggest change came with the ground 
cover. Bunchgrass was dug out from underneath the vines by hand and replaced with a mix of clovers, 
vetch, oats, and triticale.  
 
Switchback Vineyard was taken off its artificial diet and put on a healthy living plan. The human parallel 
would be to switch someone who only ate “fast food” to a vegan diet. In addition to green manure 
(vineyard cuttings and ground crop mowing), composted steer manure is used. A worm farm turns 
compost, which the team and neighbours provide, into rich soil full of worm castings that have very high 
levels of nutrients. Expectantly, the vineyard leaned out, with the crop going from 21 tons in 2011 to 10 
in 2012, but it has since adjusted to its new clean diet, rebounding and finding supreme balance. For 
example, it no longer requires hedging, as canopy growth stops naturally at a certain stage. (When vines 
are hedged they push more green growth which defeats the purpose of redirecting plant energy.) 



 
 
 
The heavy lifting to convert the vineyard fell to Theo Siemens, who has been working with Christine 
Coletta and her husband Steve Lornie since the first day Switchback was planted in 2006.  
 
Siemens has farming in his genes. He was born in Brazil to Mennonite parents of German descent and 
has been farming in the Okanagan for 15 years. Prior to getting into viticulture he focused on tree fruits. 
Like the entire OCP team, Siemens has been on a steep learning curve; but with the best teachers in the 
business. In addition to having access to Antonini and Parra, OCP briefly worked with Alan York, arguably 
one of the most revered organic and biodynamic viticulturists the wine world has seen. Sadly York 
passed away in February 2014 but not before he profoundly influenced OCP and its future work.  
 
With this new farming regime in place, Switchback Vineyard has been farmed organically since 2011. 
Sheep, chickens, ducks, and two miniature donkeys complete the picture. Sheep fertilize, mow and 
aerate soils (in addition to providing a cute and welcome attraction for visitors) while chickens and 
ducks roam on bug patrol and offer the winery team eggs. The vineyard receives its official organic 
certification early August 2015 and Antonini and Parra join the Okanagan Crush Pad team to mark the 
occasion.  
 
The results of organic grape growing on Switchback Vineyard are proving themselves out in the quality, 
flavour and acclaim for the wine, with the Switchback Vineyard Pinot Gris produced under Coletta and 
Lornie’s Haywire label receiving top accolades. The winemaking team, Matt Dumayne and Jordan Kubek, 
is able to use wild yeasts, avoid commercial winemaking additives and make wines as naturally as 
possible, as they start with base ingredients that allow this to occur.  
 
“It has been an amazing amount of work. We were like parents of newborns; over-anxious, over-bearing 
and hovering,” commented Coletta. “Perhaps we are a little more relaxed about the process now and 
have built up confidence in our conversion process and the outcome. That confidence has led to the 
next phase.” 
 
Okanagan Crush Pad’s second project, a 312-acre Summerland site called Garnet Valley Ranch, was 
launched in 2012. Parra designed what will ultimately be a 50-to-60 acre precision planned vineyard that 
has been farmed organically from day one. This vineyard will also receive its organic certification in 
August 2015. To date, 18 acres have been planted with 44,000 plants consisting of three clones of Pinot 
Noir equaling 25,451 plants: clones 777, 667, 115, 828 on 110R, 1103P and own rooted; Chardonnay, 
5,545 plants: Clone 96 on 420A; and one clone of Riesling = 2,133 plants: Clone 49 on 1103P and own 
rooted.  
 
The farm also houses an eight acre organic food garden which is farmed by neighbour Thomas Tumbach. 
 
This past winter Lornie, Dumayne and Siemens met with OCP’s contract growers to explore the idea of 
the contract growers also going 100% organic. The reception was extremely positive.  
 
“We contract 55 acres from four growers. Only one declined to participate, and we have terminated that 
agreement. We are proud to announce that 48 acres from three of our growers are converting to 
organic,” notes Lornie.  
 



The Wise Family (Secrest Mountain Vineyard - Oliver), Terry Waters & Cathy Banks (Waters & Banks – 
Summerland) and Ron and Cher Watkins (Watkins Family Vineyard – Summerland) have agreed to a 
four-year conversion plan that will be supervised by Okanagan Crush Pad. This will complete the picture.  
 
 
 
Coletta is quick to recognize Stephen Cipes (founder of Summerhill Pyramid Winery) and grape grower 
Hans Buchler (a founding member and president of the Certified Organic Association of British 
Columbia), two people who pioneered organic viticulture in the Okanagan Valley. “The Okanagan is not 
an easy place to affect new thinking, and 20 years ago these two men had the sense of mind to do what 
was best for the land. They both live and breathe what they believe, which is incredibly admirable and 
made us and others want to follow.” 
 
Europeans have a different view of land. It is often passed down generation to generation. Antonini told 
Coletta once, “You don’t own this place. You are only on this land for a while and you have a duty to 
leave it in better shape than you found it. You cannot make wines with a sense of place if that place is 
not a healthy vibrant environment, and the two concepts go hand in hand.”  
 
The message has been received loud and clear.  
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